Introduction
In 1776 the Deutsches Museum published a letter written in Amsterdam by a certain 'S.' and addressed to a certain 'Herrn B. in H.', in Germany. The letter contained a report on the contemporary reception of German books in the Dutch Republic. 'Wenn Sie nach der Menge deutscher Schriften, die unaufhörlich vertaald [i. e. übersetzt, JvE] werden, die Liebe dieser Nation zu unsern Produkten beurtheilen wollen,' wrote S., 'so muß gewiß Ihr Urtheil für Holland rühmlich ausfallen. Bücher von allerley Art und Inhalt, grosse und kleine, gute und mittelmäßige und elende, nichts ist vor einem Holländischen Uebersezer sicher (...).' S., who claimed to have had a theological education, was especially concerned to point out the impact of religious writing in the Netherlands. Authors like H. Meene, J. F. Jacobi, J. L. Mosheim, J. P. Miller, J. E. Schubert, A. F. W. Sack, J. J. Spalding, J. A. Nösselt, and G. Less were now all read in Dutch, he observed. It was a pity, though, that so many German writings were translated which did not at all reflect DutcLtastes. Why render the philosophical essays by J. G. Töllner into Dutch? It could hardly be expected that Töllner's books would sell sufficiently in a country so backward in philosophy, and with such a high regard for orthodox theology. The writer of this not unprejudiced letter subscribed to the general view of the Dutch that characterized many German travel accounts of the time. According to S,, the Dutch reading public basically consisted of uneducated merchants and persons of private means who had a penchant for orthodox theology or otherwise exhibited the mentality of a provincial backwater population. 2 This biased view no doubt had some basis in reality. The point is, however, that S. was perfectly correct in observing that the For example, the editors of a major clerical periodical observed in 1790 that three things had made Germany the 'general marketplace of European learning': the abundance, the variety, and the novelty of the books it produced. Many of these professed novelties, they added, had been plagiarized from Dutch authors who had earlier written in Latin or French. The Germans, moreover, tended to radicalize. Those who criticized the Dutch in journals such as the Allgemeine Deutsche Bibliothek and the Allgemeine Literatur-Zeitung were also the ones who objected most to confessional loyalties, and were therefore bound to reject Dutch divines who remained faithful to the Synod of Dort. The editors were quite willing to recognize the excellence of German books, but noted that it would have been better if some of them had been left untranslated. 3 Around the turn of the century, another theologian warmly supported the endeavours of a German lawyer from Hamburg, Diederich Ulrich Heinemeyer (1771-1814), who was compiling material for a lexicon on Dutch scholars. Modelled after Hamberger and Meusel's Das gelehrte Teutschland, it was to be called Das gelehrte Batavien. Heinemeyer's lexicon, the theologian believed, would finally put an end to the misleading accounts of Dutch scholarship spread by prejudiced German journalists. 4 In the light of these contemporary observations it is remarkable that so little attention has been paid to the profound impact of German writings in general, and German theological books in particular, on Dutch intellectual culture. It is not difficult to explain this lack of interest on the part of Dutch scholars. Ever since the eighteenth century the Dutch, having lost the superior international status they once enjoyed, have had to come to terms with the growing economic, military, political and cultural predominance of Germany. Hence they tended to put up their defences, especially after the Second World War, resulting in a disinterest in, and even an aversion to, German affairs, and a general focus on the Anglo-Saxon world. Not surprisingly, most studies on Dutch-German intellectual relations were written before the War. 5 This seems to apply also to German scholars: the most recent major study on eighteenth-century German religious history which reveals a particular interest in Dutch affairs is Karl Aner's Die Theologie der Lessingzeit, written in 1929. 6 Much, therefore, remains to be done on German intellectual influence in the Netherlands. This applies especially to religious thought, if only because German theological writings were the most popular genre. The following is a first comprehensive appraisal of such influence, based on an analysis of translations from German or 'German' Latin into Dutch, on their reception in review periodicals, and on other responses of contemporaries to books of a broadly German provenance. In particular, the way these translations reflected the nature of, as well as developments within, Dutch literary 'publicity' (Öffentlichkeit) of the eighteenth century will be discussed. 7 The period examined ends with the divorce between church and state in the Netherlands in 1796; the latter four decades of the century will receive particular emphasis, since the impact of German religious books was greater by far in these years than in any previous period. First the significance of German religious books hi respect of the Dutch market will be examined. Some quantifiable data will be presented; this is followed by a description of the general contours of Dutch literary publicity, and the consequences this had for commercial and intellectual possibilities regarding translations from the German. Subsequently four main trends evident in the spate of translations of German theological writing after about 1760 will be discussed: apologies for confessional orthodoxy in particular and Christianity in general, philological and historical writings, critiques of the clerical establishment, and theological radicalism. In a final section the main conclusions are summarized. 8 
Prologue: A Reversal in Relations
The influx of German books was exceptionally large during the latter four decades of the Dutch Republic. An analysis of review periodicals, bibliographies and electronic databases reveals that at least 1,130 indeitsche letterkunde op de Nederlandsche in de tweede helft van pendent publications of German provenance, written in German or 'German' Latin, were translated between 1760 and 1796. The significance of this number is evident from the share of originally German books in review periodicals. They account for 20 % of all books reviewed in three major periodicals. 9 This is twice the number of reviews devoted to books of English or French origin (each about 10%). Two categories are especially prominent in the books translated from the German. Writings related to 'entertainment' -novels, plays, poetry, anthologies of fablesaccount for about 20 % of all translations of originally German books. Religious writings made up about 40 %. 10 This means that on average more than 12 books on explicitly religious subjects were translated from the German per year during the last four decades of the eighteenth century -a relatively large number, given the limited demand for Dutchlanguage books from a population of about 2 million people. 'Religion', of course, can be interpreted very broadly. An eighteenth century novel or ethical treatise was also very likely to discuss religious issues. If these were taken into account as well, the percentage of books actually concerned with religion would be considerably higher. And the Dutch were not as parochial as German journalists judged them to be. Developments in Germany were followed closely: on average, books of a religious character translated into Dutch between 1760 and 1796 were published within 9.8 years of their first appearance in Germany; 47 % were published within four years.
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No comprehensive research has been done into translations from the German before 1760. But there is some indication of the kind of books the Dutch found interesting in this earlier period. The philosopher Chris- 12 It would seem that before the 1760s major German authors or their translators had close connections with Germany itself. An examination of the three theologians mentioned supports this conclusion. Friedrich Adolph Lampe (1683-1729) was a Reformed professor in Bremen who had worked for a while in Utrecht; the ties between the Calvinist city of Bremen and the Dutch Republic stemmed from the sixteenth and seventeenth centuries, but gradually petered out during the eighteenth. Many of Lampe's pastoral writings were translated by Isaac Le Long (1683-1762), a German of French Calvinist descent who left Frankfurt am Main for the Dutch Republic at the beginning of the century. Conrad Mel (1666-1733) was a foremost Reformed theologian from Hessen, who had studied in Bremen and Groningen and was deeply influenced by Dutch Calvinist theology. He was a court preacher and professor at Königsberg for some time but spent most of his working life as a preacher in Hersfeld in Hessen. 13 Hans Jacob Ulrich (1683-1731), finally, was a Reformed professor of theology in Zurich, whose connection with the Dutch Republic is evident from the fact that he once declined an invitation to work at Groningen. All three theologians had a pronounced tendency towards pietism. By contrast, in the second half of the eighteenth century the majority of religious writers translated were Lutheran rather than Reformed, few had a close affinity with pietism, and most had no evident connection with the Dutch Republic. Also, the main translators were now often either native Dutchmen or second-and third-generation German immigrants.
While Dutch opinion makers of the latter half of the century often complained about the enormous popularity of German books in their 12 Secondly, until well into the nineteenth century the Dutch tended to emphasize much more strongly than the Germans the need for a conciliatory form of literary publicity. 17 Hence controversial books were not well-publicized. For a review periodical to risk a religious dispute meant that potential readers could be lost, and on the relatively small Dutch book market this could imply a fatal blow to its existence. The inability of the Nederlandsche Bibliotheek to continue for long as an expressly orthodox journal illustrates this. It was wiser for editors to include reviews of books that were either reputable best-sellers or kept to the religious middle. A periodical had to be sold in order to survive, and this implied that literally all potential readers had to be seduced to a subscription, irrespective of their literary or religious leanings. In a typical commentary on controversial religious developments the conclusions would be summed up like this:
" 'Anyone who has followed recent developments in Germany knows' that mistakes have been made on both sides. An all too strong attachment to the old on the one hand, and an all too strong longing for novelties on the other, have embittered the Parties, and made them diverge from each other more than perhaps would have been the case if they had treated each other with more composure."
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If German books of a critical nature were published, they were generally reviewed (if, indeed, they were reviewed at all) in such a manner that only the very orthodox or the very heterodox would object. The outcome of this policy -an apparent mediocrity -was, of course, ridiculed by German journalists. Similarly, very few radical books were published the Dutch. This was probably the result of several factors: the sometimes strict censure policy of the civil authorities, the need for a publisher to maintain his good repute, and the fact that books could be read in the original language. 19 Commercial prudence disguised as moderation seems to have been the publishers' general code. Thus a publisher at Utrecht had intended to translate the infamous Fragmente by Hermann Samuel Reimarus (1694-1768), published anonymously by Lessing after 1774. However, Franz Riitz (1733-1803), a Dutch Lutheran divine noted for his critical theological attitude, advised him not to do so until they had been publicly refuted by a reputable Dutch scholar. In the end, the Fragmente were never published. 20 Thirdly, Dutch publicity was characterized by the relatively firm hold of the Reformed (Contra-Remonstrant or Calvinist) church on public life. The Reformed church was usually denoted the 'public' or 'dominant' church of the land. It was not a state church, but generally functioned as one, being the only church officially supported and financed by the political authorities. Hence for the political elite membership of the Reformed church was mandatory. Since no more than about 55-60% of the population belonged to the public church, it was obliged to subsist side by side with substantial religious minorities. These included above all the Roman Catholics (35 %) and the Protestant dissenters (5-10 %). While the former played a minor role in intellectual life, the contribution of the latter group, comprising Remonstrants, Mennonites and Lutherans, was substantial. Because the political structure was exceedingly complex, and because the civil authorities were intensely aware that the subtle balances of power in the Republic were bound to be endangered through religious strife, the Reformed church managed to retain a comparatively strong hold on public life until the 1770s. This, again, meant that extremes were avoided and that 'moderation' was earnestly propagated. To put it another way, there were no figures of unquestionable power who could lend open support to, or actively stimulate, anticlerical critics: there was, that is, no Frederick the Great in the Dutch Republic. All this does not imply that the confessional clergy was not subject to criticism. Traditionally Remonstrants and politiques 21 had taken the lead in opposing the established Calvinist church, but in the eighteenth century criticism was growing, or at least becoming more evident, in all sections of society.
Given the parameters of Dutch literary publicity, the amount and the variation of books translated from the German is quite astonishing. The main German writers, in terms of the number of translated book 19 For example, the library catalogue of Nicolai's translator A. A. van Table 1 ., showing the amount of 'publicity exposure' to which writers on religious topics were subject. These figures are based on the number of volumes (rather than book titles) reviewed in the three main review periodicals mentioned above. 22 Combining the various groupings makes clear which authors the Dutch generally found interesting or important. Recurrent names include Mosheim, Michaelis, Schubert, Lavater, Heß, Cramer, and Sturm. Some authors, who might have been expected on account of their significance in Germany itself, 23 are lacking in Table 1 . For example, the arch-pietist of German Lutheranism, Philip Jakob Spener (1635-1705), awakened only limited interest with the Dutch. The reason for this is probably that German pietism developed much later than Dutch pietism and therefore had little to offer to the Dutch reading public. Pioneering Wolffian theologians were not prominent either; a major divine from Halle like Siegmund Jakob Baumgarten (1706-1757) remained untranslated. As we shall see, second and third generation Wolffian divines such as Stapfer, Schubert and Jerusalem enjoyed much greater popularity. The more radical theologians are conspicuously absent -a case in point are the Fragmente. But many German divines active during the second half of the eighteenth century were very much in vogue in the Dutch Republic. These divines will be examined more closely in the following, using Table 1 . as a general lead.
Traditionalists, Pastors and Apologists
German pietism failed to attract much attention, not only because of the relatively strong indigenous pietist traditions in the Netherlands, but also because pietism as a 'high church' phenomenon was on the wain in the second half of the century. Pietist publications after about 1750 consisted mainly of reissues of seventeenth-century native Dutch writings. 24 Quite the contrary was the case with what in German historiography is usually called Spätpietismus. Many Dutchmen responded with increasing warmth to writers such as Johann Caspar Lavater (1741-1801), Johann Ludwig Ewald (1748-1822) and Matthias Claudius (1740-1815). Although certainly not all Dutchmen appreciated Lavater's flights of fancy and idiosyncratic style, or felt attracted to Sailing's seemingly schwärmerische belief in providential guidance, these pietistic authors would remain best-sellers until well into the nineteenth century. 25 One genre that was clearly on the rise were writings of a traditionalist, explicitly confessional nature. This is not surprising, given the growing influence of religious trends generally associated with moderate - lightenment': the emphasis on moral action rather than dogmatic precision, the rejection of confessional strictures, the preference for bible studies over systematic theology, and so on. To be sure, in orthodox quarters the opposition to these new trends was not unqualified. While corruptions of traditional doctrine were rejected, the orthodox clergy, both the Lutheran and the Reformed, certainly valued new developments in philology and criticism. At the same time, however, they were bent on defending their respective confessional traditions in a period of increasing polarization. Conflicts between rival factions respectively defending and criticizing confessional orthodoxy ultimately led to a schism in the Lu- The demand for translated German books was hardly the result of internecine Lutheran quarrels alone. Dutch Lutherans, who in the Netherlands formed only a small minority, were almost wholly dependent on German writers in order to keep in touch with their religious roots. Indubitably the most important author who provided them with a sense of religious continuity was Johann Ernst Schubert (1717-1774), professor of theology at Greifswald, and in all respects a major best-selling writer. His 20 translated books include the Geschichte des römischen Papstes Vigilius (1769; D.tr. 1770), containing a traditional defence of formularies of faith. But Schubert was especially valued -he was the 'Held der meisten Lutherischen Geistlichen dieses Landes', noted S. in the Deutsches Museumfor a series of orthodox apologies on the trinity, angels, inspiration, redemption, the sacraments, eschatology, and other traditional theological topics. He wrote these as a Wolffian, aiming to reconcile reason and revelation; many of his book titles typically begin with 'Vernünftige und schriftmäße Gedanken (...).' The main translator of his books was Antoni E Klenke, the director of a Dutch and German school in Amsterdam, about whom unfortunately little else is known. Schubert was very well-received among the Reformed also, and had to vie in this respect with another popular traditionalist, the Swiss Calvinist Johann Friedrich Stapfer (1708-1775). He, too, was an orthodox Wolff ian, of whom seven writings were translated, including the multi-volume Institutiones theologicae polemicae universae (1743; D.tr. 1757-1763). The cases of both Schubert and Stapfer testify to the growing interest in Wolffian philosophy among Dutch theologians, especially in the 1760s and 1770s. 26 German authors were, of course, not only regarded as a support for Lutheran and Reformed confessionalism. Pastoral and moral writings also found a ready market. To the Dutch the greatest German moralist of all was indubitably Christian Fürchtegott Geliert (1715-1769). He was considered eminently reliable in doctrinal terms, a man of deep personal piety and excellent tastes, and an able poet and intelligent essayist. Geliert was probably the most uncontroversial religious writer to be exported from Germany to the Netherlands. 27 Explicitly pastoral writings were sometimes translated to cater to orthodox Lutheran needs, but many others were translated for a broader public, such as the Lutheran Christian Wilhelm Oemler (1728-1802) and the Swiss Reformed Heinrich Stähelin (1698 -1778). One writer of pastoral books stands out: Christoph Christian Sturm (1740-1786), with seven books in all. His popular Betrachtungen über die Werke Gottes im Reiche der Natur (1772; D.tr. 1773) was also translated into French, English, and Swedish.
Another important category of German writers that attained unparalleled popularity were apologists who claimed to face the threat of freethinking radicalism imported from England and France. A good indication of who, exactly, were regarded as competent opponents of indifferentism, scepticism, deism, atheism or naturalism is provided by a middleof-the-road Dutch minister, Joannes F. Martinet (1729-1795), whose own physico-theological best-seller was, incidentally, translated into German as the Katechismus der Natur (1779-1789). According to Martinet, the best opponents of notorious freethinkers like Toland, Collins, Tindal, Hume, La Mettrie, Helvetius, Voltaire, and Johann Christoph Edelmann (the only German radical mentioned: none of his works were translated) included writers of a broadly German provenance like Sack, Haller, Lavater, Mosheim, Reimarus, Jerusalem, Lilienthal, Goeze, Leß, and Nös-selt. 28 His list is quite inclusive. The odd one out in this list seems to be the Hamburger pastor Johann Melchior Goeze (1717-1786), the able Lutheran adversary of, among many others, Lessing and Bahrdt. Like Schubert and Stapfer, Goeze was an orthodox Wolffian; he was particularly valued by the orthodox Dutch clergy, as Martinet well knew. To the Dutch version of his Theologische Untersuchung der Sittlichkeit der heutigen teutschen Schaubühne (1769; D.tr. 1774) was appended a defence of his character and writings by Ludolph Gottlieb Cordes (1740-1827), a Dutch Lutheran minister who prided himself on his friendship with Goeze. Cordes, originally from Jeverland, translated some 40 books from German into Dutch between 1769 and 1798. Curiously, he seems 27 On Geliert, who was widely read and enormously popular, see Noordhoek, Geliert und Holland (n. 5). Note that many pedagogical writings by more controversial authors were also translated: among others J. H. Campe, C. G. Salzmann and J. G. Rosenmüller. 28 . These books were all well-known in Germany in their day. In the Netherlands they were generally presented as reliable mainstays of the Christian tradition. Sack and Jerusalem tended to be criticized by the orthodox for taking too much freedom, although Jerusalem, whose sermons were also translated, was generally considered an excellent preacher. As was the case in Germany, these writers were admired for developing up-to-date apologies for Christendom. 
Philologists, Exegetes and Historians
In terms of intellectual history, theologians concerned in one way or the other with the interpretation of historical sources form the most influential group of writers imported from Germany. 31 This illustrates once again the change in the intellectual relations between the German lands and the Dutch Republic. Earlier in the eighteenth century, Dutch philology and linguistics had generally enjoyed an excellent reputation abroad. This applies not only to New Testament Greek 32 but also to the oriental languages, particularly Hebrew and Arabic. 33 The Leiden professor Albert Schultens (1686-1750) was one of the most famous Arabists of his time, and recognized as a trail-blazer by the outstanding German scholars of the latter decades of the century (as Dutch reviewers frequently observed). Even a pronounced critic of Schultens, the Leipzig professor Johann Jacob Reiske (1716-1774), recognized his former teacher's merits. Although after the 1760s Dutch philological scholarship by no means disappeared, Dutch intellectuals looked above all towards Germany for inspiration.
One of the German scholars with immense authority in the Netherlands was Johann David Michaelis (1717-1791), often regarded as one of the founding fathers of modern critical bible studies. In his autobiography (1792, D.tr. 1794) he recounted that he met the famous Schultens in Leiden during his Bildungsreise in the early 1740s. He held Schultens in the highest regard, and apparently the feeling was mutual. 34 As far as the Dutch were concerned, this display of respect to one of their canonized 31 For the theoretical-theological background, see above all Walter Sparn, Vernünftiges 39 In other words, his writings both moulded and reflected the conciliatory nature of Dutch literary publicity.
Compared to the views of the more radical exponents of the German Aufklärung, the tenor of Michaelis's bible studies was, indeed, rather conservative. He generally mediated between reason and revelation, claiming that Mosaic law had been divinely inspired, albeit indirectly: Moses had been inspired by God to derive his rules and regulations from Egypt. 40 To many eighteenth-century minds this seemed a clever way of combining tradition with a measure of historical criticism. Even in traditional quar- 35 The translator was Christian Albert de la Villette (1726-1770), a Reformed minister of Huguenot descent. 36 The translator was Augustus Sterk (1748-1815), a Dutch Lutheran minister who had studied in Halle and Leipzig, and whose orthodoxy would later be subject to dispute. 37 1771 -1780) as the best periodical they had ever laid eyes upon. 43 Only gradually did it dawn upon orthodox reviewers that Michaelis had a somewhat suspicious predilection for innovation and was much too free in his criticism. Soon enough he was censured for his observation that if formal church approbations were required in Holland, they were superfluous in Germany, where freedom of thought prevailed. And he was admonished on account of his habit of continuously issuing enlarged editions of his books, so that the Dutch translations tended to be obsolete even before they were published. In the field of church history Johann Lorenz Mosheim (1694-1755) undeniably dominated the scene. We have seen that he ranked top of the list in terms of the number of books translated from the German between 1760 and 1796. Few Dutch intellectuals would not have recognized him as the chancellor of the university at Göttingen, since the fact was mentioned on nearly every title page of his many books. Mosheim's writings had not always been welcomed so warmly. One of his earlier books, De auctoritate Concilii Dordraceni pad sacrae noxia (1724, D.tr. 1726), in which he argued that the Dutch Calvinist church had better abolish the dogmatic points drawn up at the Synod of Dort, had been translated by an Arminian dissenter. 49 The Calvinist side promptly countered with a translation of a German critic of Mosheim. 50 Nor did Mosheim's popularity among the Reformed increase when he published, under a pupil's name, a historical account of Michael Servet and John Calvin's role in his execution. It too was translated into Dutch. 51 But in due course no eighteenth-century Dutch theologian could avoid Mosheim.
Like Michaelis' edition of Lowth, Mosheim's Latin edition of Ralph Cudworth's True intellectual system of the universe (1733) was wellknown. It was, however, his historical work which established his reputation in the Netherlands as elsewhere, and set an example to Dutch church historians. As Michaelis was one of the founding fathers of historical criticism, so Mosheim was one of the fathers of modern church history. His approach to church history was bound to attract divines less given 48 Other books by Herder include the Briefe Zweener Brüder Jesu (1775, D.tr. 1775) and the Briefe, das Studium der Theologie betreffend (1780, D.tr. 1785). 49 The translator was Cornells Westerbaen (1690-1774). 50 Stephan Veit (1687-1736), a Reformed theologian at the Collegium Carolinum in Kas- to defending circumscribed doctrinal positions. His societal definition of the church implied a broad view that included heretics as well as the various orthodoxies; his impeccable, matter-of-fact approach to historical sources did justice to many of the 'Sekten' and 'Parteien' who had previously been disregarded; and the absence of doctrinal presuppositions gave his work the semblance of being 'unpartheiisch'. On the other hand, Mosheim did not approve of overemphasizing philosophy and reason in religious matters, which in his view had always been the principal cause of sectarianism and dissension. The church historian had to try to understand sects and heresies, since they were unavoidable and inextricably connected with the history of the Christian church. This, however, did not make heresies acceptable in a social-ecclesiastical sense. Impartiality, the hallmark of Mosheim's 'pragmatic' history-writing, made allowances for the inconsequentiality and therefore harmlessness of certain historical phenomena and the religious claims connected with them, but this did not imply recognition of their validity or truth.
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Thus Mosheim was bound to gain popularity among divines of diverse religious leanings. He was first introduced into the Netherlands by a major publisher at Utrecht, the Van Divines from all religious currents in the Dutch Republic valued Mosheim's immense erudition, careful scrutiny of the sources and impartial judgement. His thesis concerning the corruption of Christianity by Platonic philosophy was widely supported, since it was a useful means of disqualifying Roman Catholic theology; his extenuation of the Reformers' excessive intolerance was similarly applauded.
55 Yet Mosheim's reputation for being anti-Calvinistic lingered, and he was not popular in less conservative quarters without good reason. Mosheim was impartial, the Calvinist clergy said, but only when he was not obliged to comment on the Reformed, since he could not help lashing out against them. Mosheim had even been forced to avoid the debate on the status of the Synod of Dort which he himself had begun, the Nederlandsche Bibliotheek noticed: Mosheim knew that he could never have got the better of the argument.
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In the end the Dutch meditated on Mosheim's many qualities by publishing the obituary by Johannes Matthias Gesner. 57 60 If in the eleven books that were published in Dutch Heß seemed to conspicuously avoid specific doctrines, he was nevertheless unanimously recognized as an excellent story teller.
Critics of the Clerical Establishment
We saw above that neither Michaelis nor Mosheim had a particularly high opinion of religious freedom in the Netherlands, despite the reputation for tolerance the Dutch Republic had long enjoyed. Perhaps it is revealing of the still relatively strong hold of the traditional clergy on public life that the Dutch found it necessary to translate a number of German tracts critical of the officially safeguarded position held by orthodox confessions within the old regime. A Berlin minister and contributor to Friedrich Nicolai's Allgemeine Deutsche Bibliothek, Friedrich German Lüdke (1730-1792), had begun a controversy over the authority of confessions in 1767; several years later he restated his views in Ueber Toleranz und Gewissensfreiheit (1774, D.tr. 1776).
61 Clearly this German controversy was closely followed in the Netherlands. Johann Gottlieb Töllner (1724-1774), a Reformed professor in theology at Frankfurt an der Oder, seemingly took a middle position in his Unterricht von symbolischen Büchern überhaupt (1769, D.tr. 1774). Confessions, he claimed, should be upheld but heretics tolerated. This mediating stance appealed, of course, to Dutch reviewers, who were unwilling, if only for commercial reasons, to take sides. But an orthodox Dutch reviewer immediately recognized the book as an attempt to undermine the status of confessions, and heartily condemned it. 62 The Berlin Oberkonsistorialrat Anton Friedrich Büsching (1724-1793), well-known in the Netherlands as an eminent geographer, also joined the fray. The most controversial German critic of the established church who was introduced into the Netherlands was indubitably the Berlin journalist Friedrich Nicolai. His novel Das Leben und die Meinungen des Herrn Magister Sebaldus Nothanker had appeared in Germany in 1773; the Dutch translation was published two years later. 64 The novel had a particular bearing on the Netherlands. In Nicolai's tale, Sebaldus Nothanker is a country pastor from Thüringen who is removed from office and driven out of his house on account of his heterodox views. After the loss of his job, his home and his wife he is obliged to travel from town to town, attempting to earn his living variously as a corrector and a vicar, in the meantime continuing his work on the Revelations according to John. Because of the incorrigibly candid and optimistic manner in which he puts forward his unconventional views, Nothanker is everywhere rejected by intolerant clergymen and hypocritical pietists. After a number of adventures he decides (in the third and final volume) to go to Amsterdam, from whence to set sail for the East Indies. On his way to the Republic he is ship-wrecked off the Dutch coast, but manages to reach Alkmaar, a town in the province of Holland. After some time Nothanker gets a position as governor to the children of a merchant in Rotterdam, but again has to leave because of his heterodox opinions. He is advised to travel to Amsterdam in order to join the 'Rijnsburger Collegianten', who had the reputation of excluding no Christian from their gatherings. Nothanker is, however, held in captivity by an illegitimate recruiter for the East Indies; but he escapes and again finds a benefactor. At this point Sebaldus translates a controversial English book into Dutch (Thomas Amory's The Life of John Bunde, Esg., which had appeared in two volumes in London, 1756-1766), and once again is obliged to flee. He returns to Germany, where he finally finds a place to live his life in peace.
The fact that the life story of Sebaldus Nothanker was promptly translated into Dutch was anything but fortuitous. Apart from Nothanker's adventures in the Republic itself, the book contained other clear references to the Netherlands, notably to a controversy that had raged in France and Holland between 1768 and 1773. The debate, known as the Socratic War, was sparked off by what was considered by some to be an inordinate praise of pagans in Jean Fra^ois Marmontel's Belisaire (1766, D.tr. 1767). The question debated was the possibility of heathens earning salvation by performing good works. The Socratic War, which was terminated by government rescript in 1773, forms an important part of the background to Nicolai's novel. Indeed, one of Nothanker's principal heresies was his denial of eternal punishment. As a governor in Rotterdam, Nothanker taught his wards Greek by giving them Xenophon's Memorabilia and Marcus Aurelius' soliloquies to read, both of which referred directly to the Socratic War. His choice of books was repudiated by another employee in his master's service, a certain 'Domine [reverend] Puistma' (whose name is derived from the Dutch for 'pimple'). Puistma discussed Nothanker's heretical views with his colleague 'Domine Dwanghuysen' (derived from the Dutch for 'coercion'), a particularly obnoxious character modelled, though rather unjustly, on one of the major orthodox protagonists in the Socratic War. This was Petrus Hofstede (1716-1803), an orthodox minister who in German quarters had earned the dubious reputation of being the Dutch Goeze. 65 Nicolai was supplied these and other characters by Theodor Gülcher, one of his informants on the goings-on in Holland. Gülcher was a trader in Amsterdam who had corresponded with Nicolai since 1770 and apparently translated into Dutch Johann August Eberhard's controversial contribution to the Socratic War, the Neue Apologie des Sokrates oder Untersuchung der Lehre von der Seligkeit der Heiden (1772, D.tr. 1773). 66 Gülcher also gave the Dutch translator of Sebaldus Nothanker a helping hand. This was Van der Meersch, now a professor at the Remonstrant Seminary in Amsterdam.
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Given the all too obvious allusions to a major conflict that had only recently been ended through an official decree by the States of Holland, and because of the continuous attacks in Nicolai's book on confessions of faith and his subjection to ridicule of the various traditions within 65 One of Hofstede's books was translated into German, provoking a reply by Eberhard (see below). Hofstede, in fact, prided himself on his correspondence with Goeze, and wrote a foreword to the translation of Goeze's Pastoralschreiben an die Gemeinen Gottes in Hamburg (1764; D.tr. 1788). 66 See Richard Schwinger, Friedrich Nicolais Roman "Sebaldus Nothanker". Ein Beitrag zur Geschichte der Aufklärung, Litterarhistorische Forschungen Heft 2, Weimar (Felber) 1897, 68, note 1. Schwinger also quotes (55, note 3) a letter to Nicolai written from Holland by Gülcher. Puistma was apparently modelled after Johannes Tissel (1752-1813), a Dutch Lutheran minister who had studied in Gottingen and had in 1774 written against Eberhard's Neue Apologie für Socrates. Gülcher does not figure in Dutch or German biographical dictionaries. 67 Schwinger, 255, notes that a first (expurgated) version had been prepared by a minister from the Pfalz, a certain Faber. Van der Meersch wrote a biting foreword to the novel and added a number of annotations; on him, see also Joris van Eijnatten, Mutua Christianorum Tolerantia. Irenicism and Toleration in the Netherlands: The Stinstra Affair 1740-1745, Studi e testi per la storia della tolleranza in Europa nei secoli XVI-XVUI 2, Florence (Leo S. Olschki) 1998. Dutch Calvinism, the translation was bound to draw out a vigorous response. The storm of indignation did not, however, break until 1776, when the third volume was about to be published. The reviewers of the Nederlandsche Bibliotheek accused Nicolai of justifying all kinds of profligate behaviour, ranging from sexual debauchery to murder and blasphemy, while he generally portrayed the clergy as a bunch of drunkards and disgraceful opportunists. Moreover, in his foreword the translator had shamelessly suggested that the ridiculous characters in the novel were perfectly applicable to Dutch clerics. The publication, so the clergy not incorrectly pointed out, was a clear transgression of the edict of 1773 that had put an end to the Socratic War.
68 '(...) welche Verdrehungen, falsche Anführungen, welche elende, niederträchtige und unwürdige Beschuldigungen', Gülcher wrote to Nicolai, after he had read the review. 69 Curiously, the periodicals did not comment in any detail on the explosive third volume. The orthodox clergy probably considered it better to let the matter rest, or may have been warned off by the authorities; other periodicals may have been unwilling to get their fingers burnt.
Sebaldus Nothanker was not the only German book modelled after Laurence Sterne's rambling and satirical Life and opinions of Tristram Shandy. Johann Karl WezePs Lebensgeschichte Tobias Knaufs, des Weisen (1773, D.tr. 1776) was also deeply influenced by Sterne. 70 The same applies to Amory's The Life of John Bunde, Esq., which Nothanker supposedly translated and was in fact published by Nicolai in 1778. The Dutch version was based on the German translation rather than the English original and appeared in the same year, together with Nicolai's annotations. The Nederlandsche Bibliotheek considered the book, which had pronounced deist tendencies, to be even more blasphemous than Sebaldus Nothanker, and called for a ban on the book. Its sale was forbidden in Holland in June 1779. 71 
The New Reformers
After the anti-clerical and anti-confessional onslaught of the Berlin critics, an all-round attack on the traditional tenets held by the established clergy was not long in coming. There had been some warnings already that the vogue of German translations was not going to leave the Dutch religious landscape unchanged. As we saw above, writings by among others Hess, Jerusalem and Michaelis had not been received without serious doubts concerning their orthodoxy. In the meantime the more controversial writings by Johann Joachim Spalding (1714-1804) prevailed in one's personal life; an inner happiness reinforced by the consciousness of increasing conformity to the moral law, and thus of growing perfection. The point about the book was, of course, that much traditional dogma -above all the satisfaction of Christ -was superfluous in the sense that it did not directly conduce to felicity. That an established academic, and one who was Calvinist to boot, could make such claims, and write with such haughty disdain for those who appreciated traditional dogma, was more than the Dutch clergy could fathom. The general outrage caused by the book was probably exactly what the anonymous translator intended. 78 on the other hand, when an attempt was made to emulate Steinbart's System in 1792, the anonymous author turned out to be a rather obscure Remonstrant, Cornells Maas (t 1810).
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To the Dutch clergy, Steinbart was one of the most notorious renewers of German theology; his book attracted much attention. His System, together with the publication in 1784 of a Dutch translation of Joseph Priestley's Unitarian Corruptions of Christianity (the second volume of which was published at Lingen in Germany, after the publisher in Dordrecht had got into trouble) was considered such a provocation of the religious establishment that a number of conservative divines in 1787 founded a 'Society for the defence of the main truths of the Christian religion, in particular against their present adversaries'. The society was established in The Hague and therefore also known as the Haagsch Genootschap. Priestley is usually mentioned as having occasioned the founding of this society. In fact, however, it was a confutation of Steinbart's System by a Frisian minister, Jacob E. Mebius (1749-1838), which had led to the first initiatives to found the Haagsch Genootschap. 80 The 81 In a number of towns copies of the book were confiscated and their sale forbidden. For 51 years Purgold had been a preacher in Magdeburg, where he had written a large number of anonymous tracts and contributed to the Allgemeine Deutsche Bibliothek and the Journal für Prediger. His 'calm' examination of religious truths over half a century, and his demonstration of a 'pure' desire to obtain essential knowledge, was bound to attract the attention of 'impartial seekers after truth', observed the Letter-Oefeningen carefully. 82 The Vaderlandsche Bibliotheek expressed its disagreement with the book, but this did not prevent it from including an extract from another treatise by Purgold in its Miscellany. 83 Purgold disputed a number of traditional doctrines. His book resulted in a number of reactions, one of which warned in no uncertain terms against the habit of publishing dangerous books like this. 84 Dutch divines naturally consulted the writings of their German colleagues who had confuted the 'new reformers', as the Neologen and radicals were called. 85 An ample extract from an orthodox German periodical, Die neuesten Religionsbegebenheiten, mit unparteiischen Anmerkungen Basedow, 86 Teller, Töllner, Eberhard, Semler, Bahrdt, Spalding -explicitly rejected or undermined traditional doctrines: the divinity of Christ, the atonement, original sin, the sacraments, the spiritual world; that they impaired the authority of Holy Writ; and that their arguments resembled the Socinian most of all. 87 In 1791 a translation of Die neuesten Religionsbegebenheiten was published independently in four parts; the anonymous translator was Van Hamelsveld, who probably had commercial rather than religious reasons for translating it. 88 A similar book opposing the new divinity was the Briefe über die neuen Wächter der protestantischen Kirche (1778, D.tr. 1792), by Simon L.E. de Marees (1717-1802). Johann Friedrich Jacobi (1712-1791), Consitorialrat in the principality of Lüne-burg, was another popular author among the more conservative Dutch theologians. His irenical Abhandlungen über wichtige Gegenstände der Religion (1773 -1778, D.tr. 1788) defended the possibility of miracles against the new reformers, and was well-received, even by those who considered his arguments out-dated. 89 The translator of Jacobi's book was Dirk C. van Voorst (1752-1833), one of the members of the Haagsch Genootschap. 90 In a periodical he issued in 1789, Van Voorst included an essay by an anonymous contributor who discussed the pervasive infuence of the German new reformers, indicating that they had become a major problem. The author of this essay argued that the secular arm of the authorities ought to be invoked more regularly to combat blasphemous and offensive books. But he also tried to counter the new reformers by putting their own means and methods to good use. Above all, he called for the establishment of orthodox societies willing to refute irreligious foreign writings, even if they were as yet untranslated. The societies were also to cater for a 'characterology' of all 'new Reformers' at home and abroad, and for histories, poetry, novels, fables, plays and satires in which the Reformed faith was defended and made palatable to the general public. 91 Indeed, the spread of German Neologie dur-ing the 1780s and 1790s must have been exceedingly rapid, given the sudden frequency of complaints. 92 The most capable and best-informed Dutch opponent of the German new reformers was probably the Amsterdam professor Jacob van Nuys Klinkenberg (1744-1817). 93 In 1797 he translated an essay on the Trinity which he had found in the three- 94 This Dutch biblical dictionary, which like Teller's dispensed with a great many traditional doctrines, was duly attacked in a book denouncing the fact that Dutch Mennonites, too, had now been contaminated with the excesses of the new reformers. 95 If anything, all these disputes make abundantly clear that by the 1790s Dutch literary publicity was much more flexible than it had been when German theological writings first began their incursion in the Netherlands in the early 1760s.
But there were limits nonetheless to the leniency of, or the commercial possibilities within, late eighteenth-century Dutch publicity. Significantly, a contemporary translation of Bahrdt's Apologie der Vernunft durch die Gründe der Schrift unterstützt, a vehement rejection of Seller's Über den Versöhnungstod Jesu Christi (1778-1779), has been conserved in manu-script form. It was never published and seems to testify, once again, to the limited possibilities of publishing radical books in the Netherlands. 96 The part played in the Dutch Republic by Karl Friedrich Bahrdt (1740-1792), the enfant terrible among German theologians, is difficult to interpret. His books were apparently quite popular, but hardly any of them were deemed worthy of an outright rebuttal. Yet given the number of translations (9 in all), Bahrdt was obviously one of those new reformers whose clandestine influence was, in the eyes of the church, causing so much doubt and despair among the church-goers and so much pleasure among irresponsible wits. 103 This seems evidence enough that this radical Aufklärer and controversialist was readily appreciated in the Netherlands, albeit by certain groups. Bahrdt himself recounts that during his travels in the Republic he visited a group of freethinkers in Amsterdam who with great joy and fervour ridiculed 'Dogmatik und Priesterdespotismus'. Bahrdt was happily surprised that even in a land so obviously inhabited by bigoted and rigidly confessional Dutchmen there still existed a temple 'wo die Vernunft als Gottheit verehrt wurde (,..).' 104 
Conclusion
In this general overview of the impact of German theological writing in the Netherlands I have attempted to examine the way translations from the German reflected the nature of, as well as developments within, Dutch literary 'publicity' between 1700 and 1796. The decade around 1760 forms a clear watershed in the eighteenth-century intellectual relations between Germany and the Netherlands. This watershed is especially evident with regard to both the quality and the quantity of the literary traffic between the two territories. Before 1760 Dutch religious (largely pietist and Cocceian) books found ready buyers in Germany, but from about 1760 onwards a large and growing number of German books of a broadly religious nature began to be published in Dutch. The impact was so large that contemporaries were seriously worried as to the effects German books would have on Dutch scholarly and literary creativity as well as confessional loyalties. Three peculiarities characterized the reception of German books within Dutch literary publicity. Firstly, many Dutch intellectuals were probably able to read books of German provenance in the original (German or Latin) language; secondly, Dutch literary and theological criticism was characterized by the need for conciliation and moderation, partly as a result of commercial considerations; thirdly, the control over book publication of the confessional clergy and/or the civil authorities was still relatively strong -as contemporary German journalists frequently observed. This resulted in a general tendency to favour authors who represented an interconfessional middle or who otherwise encouraged moderation.
The most popular religious authors were Mosheim, Michaelis, Schubert, Lavater, Heß, Cramer and Sturm. In general, eighteenth-century German authors can be divided into four separate but (often) interrelated groups. By examining these groups and their impact on Dutch intellectual life, the changes in Dutch publicity during the last four decades of the century become evident. The first group comprises pietists, especially those who wrote from the perspective of Spätpietismus', writers within the Lutheran and Reformed confessional traditions, particularly those with Wolffian leanings; writers on pastoral and moral topics, above all Geliert; and apologists from various religious backgrounds who defended the Christian tradition against the threat of English and French freethinkers. The latter category in particular contributed to a widening of Dutch literary publicity by developing new forms of argumentation within the traditional Christian framework. The purposeful neglect, for apologetic or critical reasons, of specific confessional doctrines in authoritative writings was becoming a publicly acceptable phenomenon. The second group of writers, concerned with the interpretation of historical (including biblical) sources, had a similar impact. The most influential writers in this group were Michaelis and Mosheim. Although their thought was relatively conservative, they nonetheless contributed substantially to opening up Dutch literary publicity through their 'pragmatic' approach to history, which had the general effect of playing down confessional loyalties and dogmatic differences. The third group of writers were the outright critics of the clerical establishment, who attacked the privileged position of the orthodox confessional clergy and their relations with political power. In particular Nicolai's satirical novel Sebaldus Nothanker caused an uproar. The fourth and final group comprised the so-called 'new reformers': Neologen and religious radicals such as Töllner, Teller, Eberhard, Spalding, Semler, Bahrdt, and, as far as the Dutch were concerned, above all Steinbart and Purgold. During the 1780 and 1790s both the Reformed and the Lutheran confessional clergy regarded the 'new reformers' as a grave threat to their respective traditions. The fact that they were perceived as such attests to the growing flexibility of Dutch literary publicity, even though this publicity would continue to be characterized by the need for moderation and by the control of religiouspolitical authority until well into the nineteenth century. The continuing massive influence of German theological writing on Dutch literary publicity during this later period -and beyond -is, however, a tale that still remains to be told.
Zusammenfassung
In der zweiten Hälfte des achtzehnten Jahrhunderts erreichten deutsche Bücher in den Niederlanden einen ungewöhnlichen Beliebtheitsgrad. Dementsprechend nahmen auch die Übersetzungen aus dem Deutschen ins Holländische stark zu. Diese Flut von Übersetzungen, die schon häufig konstatiert worden ist, wurde bisher noch nicht eingehender untersucht. Da bei dieser Rezeption die theologischen Schriften das wichtigste Genus waren, gibt der Aufsatz eine erste umfassende Würdigung besonders der religiösen Bücher in den letzten vier Jahrzehnten des achtzehnten Jahrhunderts, weil in diesem Zeitraum der Einfluß deutscher religiöser Literatur bei weitem größer war als zu allen früheren Zeiten. Die Übersetzungen aus dem Deutschen oder »deutschem« Latein ins Holländische, deren Aufnahme in Rezensionsorganen und andere zeitgenössische Reaktionen auf Bücher überwiegend deutscher Herkunft werden besonders darauf untersucht, in welcher Weise diese Übersetzungen sowohl das Wesen als auch die Entwicklung innerhalb der holländischen literarischen Öffentlichkeit widerspiegeln. An den vier Hauptströmungen (apologetische Schriften, philologisch-historische Abhandlungen, kritische Anfragen an die institutionalisierte Kirche, radikale Theologiekonzeptionen) wird der Einfluß internationaler geistesgeschichtlicher Entwicklungen auf ein kleineres europäisches Land im Zeitalter der Aufklärung beleuchtet.
